Good morning!
Welcome to the Tip of the Day 2019-20!
Hopefully you had a great Thanksgiving and scrimmages you are working have sharpened your tools.
Taking care of ourselves is going to be a challenge with the situation we are in with officials number this
year. My chapter is at a net loss of 3 since last season and losing another January 1. We are in DIRE need
of officials up and down the ranks. If you know ANYONE who might be interested in becoming an
official, PLEASE let me know. I can help them out with practice tests to get them rolling! We DO owe it
to ourselves and this great avocation to get new people involved. With the number of games and the
number of officials, NOBODY will be in danger of losing games to new officials! Please help recruit new
officials!
Let’s dig right into a play……take a look here.
1) Correct call? YES! The defender DID establish Legal Guarding Position (LGP) AND maintained it.
Remember that the defender MAY move after establishing LGP in any direction except towards
the ball handler.

2) KNOWING LGP and if it was established and maintained will help any official rule on block
charge calls WAY easier than not knowing if the defender established LGP or not!

3) Was the call made from the correct official? Maybe, maybe not. THIS is a pre-game conference
topic that MUST be discussed! In this particular case, there was no double whistle so it appears
fine. There are two philosophies at hand here……
a. The drive came from C’s side so C should take it, or
b. The L has ALL open looks in transition plays.
The bottom line is to TALK about these plays in your pre-game conference! It helps the whole
crew get focused and think about basketball plays! Is there a right or wrong answer? Not if the
crew agrees on how to officiate these types of plays and executes the plan! That being said, the
new L MAY have been able to get to the baseline to receive the play a little sooner than he did.
He probably has a better look at the defender and establishing LGP.

Remember, there are TONS of plays on video out there. Be mindful of more than the correctness of the
call……think about the positioning of the officials and who had the best look and maybe who was
SUPPOSED to have the best look.
Have a great scrimmage tonight if you are working! This is a very busy scrimmage day in these
part…….hopefully Ezekiel cooperates with us!
Tim

